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Neurologist Mohammed Asha, and his lab technician wife Marwah, threw away their baby,
Anas, in order to join “al-Qaeda,” the CIA-ISI database. Sure they did. And I have a bridge for
sale.

If we believe the corporate media, the dark undercurrent of Islamic extremism, and that of
the  “al-Qaeda”  database,  is  so  strong it  was  able  to  sweep up promising  neurologist
Mohammed Asha, who became a would-be terrorist apparently more adept at brain surgery
than cooking up bombs.

According to the cheesy British tabloid the Mirror, however, Asha and his wife, Marwah, are
your garden variety Palestinian terrorists, the sort who throw away their lives, including an
infant son, Anas, due to a self-destructive “hate against the West over Palestine…. The
couple,  from  Palestinian  families,  blamed  Britain  and  the  US  for  backing  Israel’s
‘occupation’, relatives said.” According to Asha’s father Yunis Dana, the couple “aren’t the
type to be interested in political Islam,” so it remains a mystery why they would team up
with so-called Muslim radicals. As well, Marwah was radicalized because people made fun or
her veil.

For some reason, though, Mohammed Asha assisted people he supposedly hates. “Dan
Robinson, 61, a retired museum keeper, said Dr Asha visited his home in Newcastle-under-
Lyme when  his  83-year-old  mother  suffered  leg  problems,”  reports  the  Daily  Express.  “Dr
Asha was a good neighbor. My mother thought he was great. We can’t get our heads round
it,” Robinson told the newspaper. Asha senior “said his son arrived in London in 2004 with
his lab technician wife Marwah, 27. They settled in well in Britain and were happy with their
lives,” but apparently not happy enough, as they supposedly conspired to kill Brits, never
mind they did not know the first thing about bomb-making.

In Canada, the story of the failed British and Scottish terrorist plot gets an extra added
dimension. “Just three weeks after ABC’s Brian Ross broke an exclusive story including video
evidence that some 300 recruits had been sent off on suicide missions to the west following
an  enmasse  ‘graduation  ceremony’,  came the  failed  London  and  Glasgow bombings,”
reports the Canada Free Press, citing the UK Daily Mail. Of course, the Canada Free Press
has absolutely no evidence of this so-called “connection,” and in fact headlines its “story”
(as in speculative fiction) as a question—”Al Qaeda, Suicide Bombers: Failed terrorist attacks
overseas linked to June’s graduating suicide bomber class in Pakistan?”—but then, naturally,
when it comes to “al-Qaeda,” no evidence is required. Here in the United States, large
numbers of Americans will believe almost anything, as the fact millions of Americans believe
to this day Saddam had something to do with the attacks of September 11, 2001, thanks to
incessant corporate media repetition of this lie.
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Another medical student, Bilal Abdullah, on the other hand, threw away his life because he
“was  radicalized  by  the  influence  of  Iraq’s  al-Qaeda  chief  Abu  Musab  al-Zarqawi,”  the
phantom  one-legged  terrorist,  alternately  described  as  retarded  and  a  terrorism
mastermind. “He actively cheered the death of British and American troops. One of his best
friends  had been killed  by  Shias,”  Shiraz  Maher,  supposedly  a  friend,  told  the  Mirror.
Abdullah subscribed to “an al-Qaeda ideology. He had a number of videos by al-Zarqawi.
The aims were something he closely identified with,” that it to say Bilal Abdullah identified
with a CIA-ISI contrived ideology.

According to Medical News Today, citing the BBC, no less than eight would-be terrorists
involved in the London and Glasgow incidents “have links with the British National Health
Service,” in other words the average Brit should be afraid, very afraid, as the medical
system in  Britain  is  rife  with  “al-Qaeda”  and  Palestinian  terrorists.  Of  course,  this  is
nonsense, but it sure plays well in the UK Mirror, a market check-out tabloid unable to admit
the  obvious—Israel  does  indeed  “occupy”  the  West  Bank  and  Gaza,  in  violation  of
international law.

As it  turns out,  however,  the London and Glasgow bomb fumblers were “watched” by
Britain’s master terror organization, MI5. “Several doctors arrested over the London and
Glasgow car  bomb plot  were  on  the  files  of  MI5,”  reports  the  UK Telegraph.  “At  least  one
was on a Home Office watch list  after being identified by security services—meaning their
travel in and out of Britain was monitored by immigration officers…. Others were found to be
on the MI5 database, which contains an estimated 2,000 suspected jihadists or supporters of
terrorism.”

Recall that Mohammed Siddique Khan, the alleged ringleader of the 7/7 London bombings,
was working for British intelligence agency MI5 as an informant at the time of the attacks,
according to Charles Shoebridge, a 12-year veteran detective of the London Metropolitan
Police.

Moreover,  as  Paul  Joseph Watson notes,  “the  British  security  services  were  intimately
involved in  numerous terror  attacks in  Britain  over  the past  few decades,  namely car
bombings, that were blamed on the IRA or its offshoots.”

And then there is the strange case of Abu Qatada, “a Muslim cleric believed by several
European  countries  to  be  a  pivotal  figure  in  international  terrorism,”  according  to  the
Guardian, who “disappeared from his west London home … before a round up of alleged
terrorist suspects. It was rumored that he had fled abroad.” However, according to “senior
members of European intelligence services,” Abu Qatada was “fed and clothed by British
intelligence,” that is to say he was protected as an asset.

“Relatives of two brothers suspected of plotting a terrorist bombing outrage in Britain today
made extraordinary claims that they were visited by an MI5 agent in the weeks before they
were arrested,” the Scotsman reported on April 1, 2004. “The eight suspects, all British
citizens and Muslims, were held under the Terrorism Act as police found half  a ton of
ammonium nitrate fertilizer which they believe could have been used in a devastating
blast.”

Finally, it appears Bisher al-Rawi, sweating it out in Camp Gitmo, claims “he acted as a go-
between for British intelligence and an alleged leading member of al-Qa’ida in London,”
according to London Independent.  “Mr.  Rawi claimed he had acted as an intermediary
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between Abu Qatada, a Palestinian refugee, and MI5. He named three MI5 agents, ‘Alex’,
‘Matthew’ and ‘Martin’, and asked for them to be called as defense witnesses. Although the
tribunal agreed, the British Government refused to allow them to give evidence.”

None of this, however, means diddly, as the corporate media rarely if ever mentions such
suspicious connections and, as in the case of the previous example, these stories often find
their way to the memory hole, or rather the “500 Internal Server Error” hole. Of course, the
story of the “al-Qaeda” patsies, neurologists and well-educated medical students, clueless
when it comes to making bombs—while no shortage of bored teenagers are able to do so
using household chemicals—is not intended to be believable but rather is  designed to
augment the incessant corporate media campaign to demonize Muslims, part and parcel of
the “clash of civilizations,” that it to say the plan to attack Muslim and Arab countries, kill
their grandmothers and toddlers, and balkanize the region, as long ago planned.
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